Muscle synergies and isometric torque production: influence of supination and pronation level on elbow flexion.
1. Twenty normal subjects performed a series of isometric elbow flexion (F) maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) while simultaneously maintaining one of seven targeted torque levels in the supination/pronation (S/P) degree of freedom (df). Experimental measures were torque in both df s and surface electromyograms (EMG) from brachioradialis (BRAD), triceps brachii (TB), biceps brachii (BB) short head (BBSH), and a medial and lateral site on biceps brachii long head (MED BB and LAT BB). Task effects were tested for significance using analysis of covariance models for the torque and EMG variables. Polynomial multiple regression models were developed for significant effects. The synergism among muscles was examined by statistically testing the EMG data for differing responses to the S/P torque changes across the five electrode sites. 2. The magnitude of the S/P target torque had a statistically significant effect on flexion MVC (F MVC) torque. Changes in S/P torque markedly influenced the F MVC torque magnitude, with as much as a 25% F torque decrement relative to an F MVC with an S/P torque target of 0. This suggests that the second df task affects some aspect of joint function that causes the CNS to reduce F torque capacity. 3. The S/P torque had a significant effect on EMG amplitude at all electrode sites other than TB. The EMG amplitude at the BB sites responded strongly to both F and S/P torque changes. The F+S tasks tended to facilitate BB EMG, whereas the F+P tasks tended to diminish it. The BRAD EMG, although primarily related to F torque amplitude, also was influenced by the S/P torque changes. The trends for BRAD EMG were opposite those for the BB in that BRAD EMG tended to be enhanced by the F+P tasks and reduced by the F+S tasks. 4. The synergistic pattern of stimulation (i.e., the relationship among the 5 EMG amplitude measures) was also significantly influenced by the S/P df task. Significant differences in the EMG behavior between BBSH and LAT BB were detected; however, no statistically significant differences were found between LAT BB and MED BB. The EMG behaviors at the BRAD and TB electrode sites were significantly different from those at the BB sites. 5. These inversely related responses from the BB and BRAD stress the importance of understanding the relationship between muscular activity and the function of muscles in more than one df. This finding further suggests that the synergistic relationships between muscles are dynamically related to task in all applicable dfs. It is suggested that this dynamic synergism is a natural consequence of the redundant musculoskeletal system.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)